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ABSTRACT
The Art of Painting and illustration is the result of aesthetic passion as well as
recognition of Artists in various materials. The golden era of Painting and illustrations
in Iran date back to the Safavid dynasty after the emerge of Islam. The present study
focuses on reviewing and applying colors in Priceless manuscripts in the era of Safavid.
The aim of this study is to introduce the techniques used in illuminated manuscripts in
this era align with shahnama of Reza Abbasi museums, shahnama windsor Palace and
Mahmud U Ayaz in Reza Abbasi museum. Because the remained Paintings are related
to Safavid era. So the opportunity has arisen to study the techniques and chemical
analysis of manuscripts. The method used in present study is based on history and
descriptive research in which the researcher referred to library in order to observe and
compare the manuscripts remained from Safavid era. The illuminations applied in these
manuscripts have outstanding composition and color which represent the dexterity of
Manuscripts creators. The present of assure skies, golden clouds, bluish green in trees
and grass purple, turquoise and gray shade in rocks and mountains, various red colors in
garments and applying gold and silver in decoration of pots, ornaments and war tools
add specific beauty to these paintings. The bright and shinning beautiful colors in
paintings of illustrated manuscripts are obtained from Lavender minerals such as
Azurite, insects and Lavender.
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INTRODUCTION
Iranian Painters have had great attempts in 11th century (Lunar Calendar) to create and illustrate
masterpieces of the manuscripts.
In Islamic civilization era, various in alive colors had reached to the harmony which was unique in history
of Iranian painting. The plenty of these colors can be seen in nature. By the emerge of spring, the hills of
mountains as well as the vast fields covered with flowers in blossom. The valleys and canyons manifested in
brilliant shining colors.
The artists and painting designers inspired these shining colors in monuments, domes and mosques and
embellishing of illustrated manuscripts.
It can be mentioned as follows the application of colors in manuscripts in history of painting in Iran. Such
as Mahmud U Ayaz and different Shahnama like Reza Abbasi museum and windsor Palace. Different colors
extracted from nature such as metals (gold, silver) and precious gems are applied for embellishing of these
paintings. Mineral colors such as azure cinnabar, orpiment are used to create yellow, red, brownish green
without shading are used in these paintings.
The paintings of this centaury using the azure turquoise and ocher in their composition make the paintings
outstandingly special applying bright shinning colors in Safavid era reached to its peak. Selection of azure,
turquoise and ocher, cinnabar cochineal skillfully is very astute.
In order to have grandeur and glory in paintings these colors were used in Safavid dynasty. In other words,
majesty colors with glittering as well as gold silver are enormously used.
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Each color in Safavid paintings are emblem of light. The source of light in paintings is not the same as
western paintings. In contrast to western style. For Iranina Artists, colors originated from nature, paradise and
light.
In these illustrations everything is vivid and vibrant and colors themselves are the light source. Fortunately
nature of Iran is abundant in minerals, plants and flowers which have meth the artist's expectations. The artists
exploited these natural sources and by treating them applied them in their arts.
The colors applied in Safavid paintings are stable. The pigments are rarely eradicated or faced with
chemical or physical changes. Two groups of color, mineral and natural are used in these paintings. In terms of
color science, pigment which sticks to paper. Wood or wall permanently. In fact two substances are vital in
layers of paints in paintings.
First one, the pigments that can be natural, mineral and artificial. The second one, mediators such as Arabic
gum, egg glair an the solvents.
The aim of this research is to introduce the features as well as the techniques in color designs of manuscript
paintings.
In library research the following books of Safavid are used, " Arayes—al-Jawaher va Atayeb—alNafayes,
written by Abolqasem Abdollah Kashani- "Golestan Honar" by Monshi Ghomi [5] (history of "Allam Aray
Abbasi" by Alexander Beik Torkaman "Tazkareh Nasr Abadi, Royal documents.
The analysis of the applied colors in manuscript paintings in 11 th century is based on above mentioned
sources and documents.
Introducing of manuscripts in 11th century (Lunar calendar):
Based on research and analysis Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museums, Shahnama of Windsor palase mahmud
U Ayaz collections are considered as important registered manuscripts in 11 th century. Also these manuscripts
have more than hundred of illustrations. Rabinson and Simez believe that these manuscripts are created by the
command of Morteza Gholi Khan Shamloo who was temporary ruler replacing Gharachaghai Khan before 1055.
These manuscripts were bestowed on the second Shah Abas as gift. Similarities in illustrations and techniques in
paintings of Shahnama Windsor, Reza Abbasi Shahnama and Mahmud U Ayaz collection are the evidence for
similar circumstances for preparing these manuscripts.
Robinson and Sims [8]. There are similarities in these 3 manuscripts in terms of space, structure,
implementation quality and composition of colors. The colors used in these manuscripts are light and dark
green, red, orange, pink, Indian red, yellow.
Saphchokin, Masomeh Farhad, Manizheh Bayati believe that the paintings of Mahmud U Ayaz collection,
Windsor Palace. Shahnama, shahnama of Reza Abai museum are performed by group of artists in Safavid era in
second half of the 11th century [7].
The realistic and engraving style were applied in paintings of illustrated manuscripts in Windsor Palace
Shahnama, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum and Mahmud U Ayaz collection. Light and dark, transparent and
fading colors are situated on each other through stippling which provides a shady atmosphere.
Styles in applying color in paintings of manuscripts (11 th century):
The paintings of manuscripts in this era can be divided into two parts, water color and tempora in terms of
technical style and materials. In this style the egg tempera is used, in fact it is the base color which is the main
technical feature of it not only using the tempera has glittering quality but also it is more durable in natural
conditions. Egg tempera is the most durable and ancient style of painting which is not affected by heat and
humidity.
Overtime, Amolsion tempera was covered on paintings as protective layer. It is not blurred in contrast to oil
clolor layers [3].
Using tempera can create visual attractions in painting which is unique in its nature. Pigments are mixed
with tempera (egg yolk) which is desiccated quickly as a result it is resistant to water. Its resistance can be
heighten by chemical reactions in color layers overtime. Having the possibility to put color in various layers in
short span without mixture of layers of colors is the conspicuous feature of this style. Also it is possible to apply
in thin layer with brightness of water color as well as thick layer with blur layer. Complementary actions such as
embellishing with beads on color. Creating composition of colors and applying the effects of color layers on
each other make it possible to have reparation or modification as well as scrubbing the layers which are the
capabilities of tempera style. The stippling style of paintings in manuscripts of Mahmud U Ayaz, Shaname of
Reza Abbasi museum and Gharachai Khon Shahnama show applying technique of tempera.
As a result the layers of colors juxtaposed with each other without mixture in which bright colors are laid
on dark and blur colors as a result bright shady color is created.
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Fig. 1: Mahmud U Ayaz painting (11th century) Reza Abbasi museum No. 1673-1391.

Fig. 2: Bijan feast, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum No. 1945-1227.
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Fig. 3: Anooshiravan with his advisors about battle with Ghaysar (Shahnama of Windsor Palace in England).

Fig. 4: The battle between Khosro and Bahram Choobineh (Shahnama of Windsor Palace in England).
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Color qualities of paintings in illustrated manuscripts of Mahmud U Ayaz, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum
and Windsor Palace:
The following colors are applied in these manuscripts. Yellow, orange, purple, violet, purplish blue, red.
Red pigments, greenish yellow, turquoise,, dark green, light green.
Cadmium yellow is the shining color which is used in these manuscripts.
The paintings of these manuscripts have specific feature which is contrastive colors for the edges of
mountains and rocks. Light green and light purplish ping with thin lines juxtapose lavender. The dark purplish
violet with wild turquoise or grayish silver are used on sides.
In some paintings of these manuscripts the colors like matte and dull such as lavender juxtapose various
green colors, greenish yellow in contrast to blue, yellow or turquoise green are used on the sides. But most of
painings have vivid and shining colors which are visualized contrastingly [9].

Fig. 5: Scape of Borzo and facing with Rostam. (Shahnama of Windsor Palace in England).
In some paintings of these manuscripts, matte color is against bright metallic of gold and silver, velvet
against brightness of paper in embellished design as well as flowers and bushes, azure sky juxtapose golden and
silver clouds.
Applied colors in these paintings have plenty of energy and brightness which are priceless in terms of work
of art. Vivid tortoise next greenish gray create enlightment feeling. Minerals of Iran as well as its nature provide
abundant of organic materials and plants or flowers to live up with the artists expectations.
The written sources of Safavid era like Golstane Honar, Arayes—al-Jawaher va Atayeb—alNafayes provide
the instruction of color/paint preparation. For instance the instruction of Zangar is described in Arayes—alJawaher va Atayeb—alNafayes . The instruction of Zangar color is prepared as follow: Put azure Zangar in
stone pot then from dawn to dusk scrub it and be patient. Afterward, rubit on skin of rabbit then let it dry up
finally shine it with oil [4].
The layers of paint in illustrated manuscripts of 11th century consist of two important substance. First,
organic and mineral pigments second, mediators which combine with colors to provide sticky substance on
paper. Egg tempera and Arabian gum are the main medicators.
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Fig. 6: Painting Sokhan Boland, Taibe Boland (Mahmud U Ayaz collection, Reza Abbasi museum.

Fig. 7: Arrival of Rostam to Zabul (Shahnama of Reza Abbasi).
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Fig. 8: Bijan and Manijeh Feast (Shahnama of Windsor Palace in England).
Natural colors have their origin from mineral or plant. Sulfide oxide, carbonates, sulfates are some of their
examples. Washing, grinding, rinsing are preparation processes for natural colors.
5. Colors Applied in present manuscripts:
A. Mineral Colors:
1. White lead (Sheikh whiting)
2. Calcium carbonate
3. Turquoise blue
4. Azurite blue
5. Lignite blue (Copper sulfide)
6. Malachite green
7. Red lead (Lead oxide)
8. Mercury sulfide (Cinnabar)
9. Green combined with copper
10. Leads (yellow, brown, red, mung green)
11. Arsenic sulfide (Zarnikh)
12. Golden panel
13. Silver sheet
B. Natural Organic Colors:
1. Cochineal ink (Transparent red)
2. Indigo blue
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Physical -chemical traits, pigment analysis of paintings of present manuscripts:
1. White lead (Sheikh whiting):
This pigment is derived from lead. Rashida paintings incorporate white lead combined with turquoise blue
to generate clouds and sky [6].
2. White mud:
The pigment is a type of calcium carbonate and appears as a soft stone. The color is grayish white and once
resolved in water appears glamorous. The mud is very well combined with Eremurus persicus (a kind of glue,
locally called as Serish,) powder and water having strong covering quality used as water color. This color was
used to provide more brightness to other colors.
3. Turquoise blue:
The pigment is extracted from turquoise crystal stone. In his work, Ghazi Ahmad Ghomi [1] instructed how
to prepare this pigment. First of all the stone is broken down into small pieces, then grinded and washed up and
let it settle in water. After it gets dry, the turquoise pigment is combined with Arabian gum and york which look
very attractive but not well combined with oil [5]. The pigment is often used to illuminate decorations such as
flower and plants and sky designing.
4. Azurite blue:
The pigment is in fact Azurite, extracted from a mineral stone having the same name. Azurite is usually
found near alkaloid copper carbonate, malachite. This pigment shines very transparently in water color and
tempera. Azurite is the second most important color after turquoise in Shahnama Windsor and Mahmud U Ayaz
Paintings. It is also known as zinger blue (patina blue) in Iran.
Golestan-e- Honar offers how to prepare Azurite blue: carefully and patiently grind and then mix it with
Arabian gum, to be used after 24 hours [5].
5. Malachite green (Mountainous green):
The light green pigment is a derivative from copper carbonate. Like azurite, the substance is found and
extracted from copper mines. Malachite and azurite have been used for long in traditional Persian paintings. The
pigment tends to be resolved in water and tempra more suitably having good clearness and vividness. The
pigment was used as green in Windsor and Mhmud U Ayaz paintings.
To prepare this type of green, a large hole is dug in the ground where copper panels are put and soaked
them with vinegar (Ibid, 174)
6. Lead red (Soranj):
The pigment is lead oxide obtained by heating lit and white lead in 840 oc for 6 hours. The orange red
pigment prepares the best transparency and vividness in tempra and water color paintings. The pigment goes
brown after being exposed to air, sunshine and acid. There has been no chemical and physical change of this
pigment in Mahmud U Ayaz and Windsor Shahnama paintings. Lead red pigment has also been applied in the
Reza Abbasi Painting style and is one of the outstanding colors in Isfahan style.
Golestan-e- Honar gives its preparation technique. Lead to be melted in a clay container and soaked in a
mixture of water and vinegar then to be purified.
7. Mercury sulfide (Cinnabar):
Cinnabar is a mineral substance and the main element of mercury. The pigment is produced by combining
mercury and sulfur, having great vividness and transparency. Persian artists have been aware of advantage of
this pigment which was used as red in Iranian traditional paintings. Mahmud U Ayaz collection, Shahnama of
Reza Abbasi museum, Shahnama of Windsor Palace incorporates considerable amount of such pigment.
For preparing cinnabar, sulfide and mercury must be heated in a container to produce the pigment in a
couple hour times [6]
The pigment goes gradually dark if it is exposed to air and light. In water color and tempra techniques, it
has the best stability in the oil painting style. However, it remained sound and hadn’t been damaged in Mahmud
U Ayaz collection, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum, Shahnama of Windsor Palace paintings. Painting styles
in Iranian Islamic era (Seljuk, Ilkhanid, Herat, Tabriz, Ghazvin and Isfahan) used the pigment very often on
paper and wall paintings. Its significant vividness and transparency make this pigment an important color in
Iranian traditional paintings.
Golestan-e- Honar says, to produce this pigment, sulfide must be mashed and heated in a clean bottle for 24
hours.
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8. Golden panel and powder:
Gold was used to decorate the painting details. It was grinded with honey in a container, and then the whole
combination was rinsed to gain the gold powder. Gold was also blended with egg (excluding yolk) and after
getting dry; it was rubbed to achieve the gold panel [6]
In Mahmud U Ayaz collection, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum, shahnama of Windsor Palace, gold
was incorporated for decorating clothes, saddles, weapons, fruit containers and sky. The mentioned paintings
were designed through technique called ―qalamgiri‖ and then a layer of Eremurus persicus was rubbed on
specified parts on which the gold panel was installed. This method was commonly used in manuscript
illustration.
9. Sulfide arsenic (Zarnikh):
Zarnikh is a mineral obtained through blending sulfide and arsenic existing in two yellow and red types.
Yellow zarnikh includes more arsenic and fewer sulfides are applied to produce yellow and green pigments
(blue pores mixture). Red Zarnikh includes more sulfide and arsenic unlike the yellow type. This pigment was
abruptly used in Iranian traditional paintings (Ibid, 1269).
Net Zarnikh is bright and vivid which is hot lemon color. As it was too transparent and glittering, the color
is easily recognized in Windsor and Mahmud U Ayaz paintings. Occasionally, it was used as purified but
sometimes blended with white lead to generate light green. It was combined with indigo blue to paint lawn and
reinforce the leaves transparency.
10. Akhra (Hematite stone or iron oxide) (yellow, golden, red, brown):
Akhra, the soil pigment, is a combination of Silica and clay whose color originates from its iron oxide and
gets it mineral whilst brown hematite derives from pure limonite. This natural pigment ranges from faint yellow
to reddish brown. Akhra mud tends to combine with water and tempra and oily colors and resins. Hematite
colors blend well with others in water color style and own specific cleanness.
6. Organic Natural Colors in Mahmud U Ayaz collection, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum, Shahnama of
Windsor Palace Paintings:
1. Indigo blue:
This plant-base pigment belongs to various types of plants of Indian origin. Fresh plants are harvested and
soaked in big containers until they are fermented. Then its dark settle is pressed well and is made dry in split
units. Finally, it is mashed and converted into powder form. Indigo’s tiny pieces are dark blue or violet and
glitter as bronze metal. They are extremely applied in water color and tempra styles seen as green and blue [6]
and when combined with Sulfide arsenic (Zarnikh), it is used to paint lawn.
2. Cochineal ink:
Cochineal ink is one of the oldest extracted from the body of a female insect known as ―cocos ilisis‖ which
lives on Oak trees. Cochineal ink is in fact an Arabic word and Crimson derived it into English.
Cochineal ink was used for delicate and elegant portray making in Reza Abbasi (Isfahan) style. Due to its
transparency, it provided outstanding beauty.
Intermediaries (material of supplementary) used in colors of 11 century manuscript:
The study of Golestan-e- Honar, compiled by Ghazi Ahmad Ghomi [1] and Dressing in Islamic Civilization
by Najib Mayel Heravi, shows the Intermediaries used in colors of 11 century manuscripts include Arabian gum
and softeners as milk, sugar and honey.
1. Arabian Gum:
This substance is extracted from a plant growing in Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Africa. The best quality of this
substance provides white, transparent and sticky color which is formed like pearl. It is very well resolved in
water and by the usage of linen and almonds oil, its natural fade color is well removed.
In Mahmud U Ayaz collection, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum, shahnama of Windsor Palace
paintings, it was used as supplementary in ornament designs, flowers and plants, clothing and tools [6].
2. Tragacanth:
Tragacanth is a juice extracted from milk vetch plant. It was heated at 100 oc, then purified and dehydrated.
Such sticky substance provides white, light brown and dark brown color.
Tragacanth was used as the final painting stabilizer (Ibid, 1321). To apply tragacanth as the color stabilizer,
it was soaked for 24 hours, and then the sticky substance was purified and combined with paints for future use.
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3. Glue:
Glue is a plant from gladiola classification the mashed root of which was used as a cohesive. It had been
used in Iranian painting for a long time – more probably after emergence of Islam – as a color stabilizer.
4. Egg:
Egg owns great and unique importance in Iranian traditional and tempra style. Quoting what researchers of
manuscripts (of old Iran) stated, ―the well glided and scrubbed paints were blended with oil and yolk to be used
after being resolved in water [2].
Yolk was used to prevent paint from flowing and implore the cohesion of paper and, moreover, remove the
unpleasant brightness of the painted layer. Yolk, blended with paint, makes a tough layer for igid gradually
stiffing of suspended oil in its Albomine (Ibid, 417)
Yolk was used as color stabilizer to produce rusty and scarlet colors, seen a lot in Mahmud U Ayaz
collection, Shahnama of Reza Abbasi museum, shahnama of Windsor Palace. It was mentioned in Golestan-eHonar that, ―to produce scarlet paints, patina was blended with whiting and then Arabian gum and yolk were
added. For glamorous design, azure, water, Arabian gum and yolk are blended and then purifies.
Conclusion:
Analysis of the applied styles in 11th century illustrated manuscripts indicate that the creators of these works
of art in spite of having dexterity in their actions they were free from any kind of obsession. The rayon behind
this freedom in action is the recognition of society.
Obtaining experience and skills based on information remained from ansectors from one side and gaining
new skills and information from the other side to record for future generation.
The style of painting in manuscripts of Mahmud U Ayaz Shahnama of Windsor Palace and Shahnama of
Reza Abbasi museum can be divide into two stages.
First stage consists of painting of all elements with flat colors (condense layer of paint). Second stage is
embellishing and decorative structure as well as reparation.
The first stage color is more condense and the second stage which, is decorative, is more dilute paints.
In second stage the sky and clouds were first created then the trunk and branches of trees were painted.
Yellow, bright greenish yellow on trees, plants, fruits and flowers were applied. Illustration of mountains, rocks,
stones, bushes and shining yellow colors in now and decorative clothes, fabric scarf, fruit dishes, complexion
hair and beard can be visualized.
The paints and colors of 11th century manuscripts were originated from nature, flowers, plants as well as
organic stones.
Lavender, garden sage, green and blue verdigris azure, turquoise, cinnabar, cochineal, quince yellow,
orange, purple, greenish gray, dark and light green.
Provided harmonized contrast in painting, layers of bright colors on matte colors with stippling style created
mild shady design.
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